Skits
Tigers

“Infantry is coming”
Each Scout runs across the stage one after another yelling “Run
Away! The infantry is coming!”
The last Scout walks on stage carrying the Infant Tree and says
“The Infant Tree has arrived.”

Wolves

“Need a big jerk”
One Scout is a lawnmower that will not start.
Scout #1: is trying to start the lawnmower. The lawnmower
coughs and sputters each attempt.
Scout #2: walks on, asks what’s wrong and gives it a try. Scout
#1 tells Scout #2 that the lawnmower will not start up. The
lawnmower still does not start.
Each Scout comes on and repeats until all Scouts have asked
and attempted to start the lawnmower Scout #2.
The Scouts approach the Cubmaster and ask for his help with
the lawnmower. The Cubmaster tries the lawnmower and the
lawnmower starts right up on the first attempt.
Scout #1: Wow thanks! I guess it needed a big jerk.

Bears
“Invisible Bench”
Scout #1 walks out and squats down as if he is sitting on a
bench that is invisible.
Scout #2 walks to Scout #1.
Scout #2: “Whatcha doin?
Scout #1: “Just sitting on the invisible bench.”
Scout #2: “Can I join you?”
Scout #1: “Sure.”
Scout #2 sits down next to Scout #1.
Scout #3 repeats the dialog.
Each Scout comes on and repeats, making a long line of Scouts
sitting on the bench.
The last Scout walks up to the line on Scouts and asks “What
are all you guys doing?”
All Scouts: “Just sitting on this invisible bench.”
Last Scout: “No you aren’t, I moved the bench over there.
All sitting Scouts fall down.

Webelos Cobra Patrol

“Bear Attack Skit”
2 Scouts are camping out, but only have a one man tent. They
argue about who should be able to sleep inside the tent and
finally, one winds up laying down “Inside” and the other
“Outside”. The Scouts fall asleep.
A group of Bears, Thugs, or Trolls wander by the sleeping Scout.
They rush up and beat on him (pretend) for a couple of seconds
and wander off.
The Scout gets up, hobbles to his buddy, explains he was just
attacked and pleads to change places. The other Scout won’t
switch and tells him to go back asleep.
Once settled down, the group come back and beat on him again
(pretend). Again he pleads with his buddy to trade. This time,
he agrees to switch places.
After they settle down, the group comes back again. Just as
they are going to start beating on the Scout outside, one stops
and says “Hey, we’ve beat this guy enough, let’s get the guy in
the tent!!!”(Pretend)

Pack Activity Directions

Required Items:

Straw and Ping Pong Ball per Scout

Instructions: Scouts are formed into 4 teams and form up
on one side of the room on their hands and
knees, each has a straw and a ping pong ball.

Objective:

Scouts need to blow the ping pong ball across
the finish line-cannot touch the ball with
anything except air

